LEVERAGING BOARD GOVERNANCE FOR CYBERSECURITY

THE CISO/CIO PERSPECTIVE

Advanced Cyber Security Center executives weigh in on the Board’s role as a strategic partner to management in balancing digital transformations and cybersecurity risks.
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REPORT OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY

The objective of this project is to create an initial benchmark and method of evaluation for the evolving role of corporate boards in cybersecurity governance, initially through the perspective of Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs), Chief Security Officers (CSOs) and Chief Information Officers (CIOs), the primary networks supported by the nonprofit, member-based Advanced Cyber Security Center (ACSC).

Some very good work has been done on the role of boards in cybersecurity, including the excellent National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) Cyber-Risk Oversight Handbook, part of their Director’s Handbook Series, prepared by the Internet Security Alliance (ISA).

This first annual ground level research focuses on the CISO/CSO/CIO perspective to assess evolving effective practices (we will use CISO as short hand for CISOs and CSOs in the report), and launches a collection of “artifacts”—samples from actual board presentations as a practical tool for management (accessible to ACSC members).
Through 20 executive interviews of ACSC member CISOs and CIOs, an online survey of the executives, and interviews with four other experts, the project offers a perspective on the current state of board engagement in cybersecurity; describes the benefits and challenges to maturing board engagement; and includes recommendations for model board engagement, all organized around five key elements of a cyber-mature relationship between a corporate board and management that were drawn from the interviews. (While the overall sample size is small, the data derived from the surveys was echoed in the executive surveys.)

The report is based on a “focus group” of diverse organizations. It is intended to surface major themes for effective board engagement and through the five key elements create a structure for ongoing assessment of an expanding board role in cybersecurity. Subsequent annual reports will build on this baseline study. We should note that ACSC members are among the more sophisticated executives and organizations in their cyber maturity, which undoubtedly influences the findings presented in this report. A survey of mid-sized and smaller organizations would very likely highlight the depth of the challenge boards and management face in balancing digital transformations and cybersecurity.

This report follows an earlier Mass Insight report produced for the ACSC with the support of McKinsey & Co., titled Collaborative Cyber Defense.¹ CISOs in those interviews encouraged further research on emerging effective practices to engage boards of directors as collaborative partners in cyber defense.

In 2014, one third of North American firms did not have a Chief Information Security Officer, according to an annual survey by PWC, and the U.S. government did not appoint its first Chief Information Security Officer until 2016. By 2018, many companies still didn’t have key roles related to cybersecurity, such as CISOs or chief security officers, and even at companies that do have those roles, less than half think they have the right people in them, according to a 2018 global survey of executives conducted by PwC.

Even five years ago, the focus was still too often on securing the perimeter when the attackers had already penetrated the organization; today, experts acknowledge the perimeter is “largely dead.” Multiple ACSC CISOs noted that an organization’s people—internal employees and those of the external partners and suppliers—are a new perimeter.

The ongoing digital transformation we see across organizations in all sectors—implementation of new technologies and IT platforms; reliance on cloud services and cloud-based vendors; the move to mobile and the Internet of Things (IoT) with vastly increased numbers of connected devices—is creating more complexity and new challenges for institutions seeking to manage their cyber risk.


To compete, organizations will accelerate digital transformations—after all, continued digital innovation is driving growth and driving down costs. That means corporate boards need far more expertise in digital risk and security and will require new digital-risk frameworks to manage the strategic tension between digital innovation and organizations’ cybersecurity risks.

Today, organizations increasingly face more—and more sophisticated—cyber attackers, even as they have more value at stake and an increasing gap between offensive and defensive capabilities, as we reported in Collaborative Cyber Defense earlier this year. Cybersecurity is now a major business risk—and one that is dynamic and changing in real time without the historical data that support other risk decisions.

In this new and evolving cyber risk landscape, management must constantly adapt and improve its approach—and so too should boards if they are to be active governance partners in what the ACSC refers to as “collaborative cyber defense,” the recognition that defending against cyber attackers requires collaboration across organizational functions and between organizations.

Interviews with the four experts and 20 ACSC CISOs and CIOs representing organizations from a range of sectors (and survey results from many of those cyber leaders) shed significant light on the current state of board engagement in cybersecurity. There were, of course, differences based on sector and context. In particular, university boards, and those organizations where the CEO also serves as the board chair, operate in ways that are specific to those contexts. On the whole, however, the CISOs and CIOs we interviewed and surveyed painted a common picture of board engagement organized around five key elements of the board-management relationship for which we identified related findings and recommendations.

These findings reinforce the message from the 2018 PWC global survey: “Most corporate boards are not proactively shaping their companies’ security strategies or investment plans.”

“Most corporate boards are not proactively shaping their companies’ security strategies or investment plans.”

PWC, DIGITAL TRUSTS INSIGHTS, 2018


The Board’s Strategic Risk Role

The board’s role on cybersecurity, in line with its overall function, is to provide strategic guidance and help guide management’s strategic risk judgments.

**FINDING**
In most cases, the board partnership with management is still “at an early stage” or “maturing” phase.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**
Build board confidence in cyber operations and frame strategic discussions around key risk issues and questions.

Building Board Cyber Expertise

Boards will need to develop more cyber expertise to partner with executives and ultimately “boards should be able to ask questions management hasn’t thought of,” as one executive put it.

**FINDING**
Most boards do not yet have sufficient expertise in technology or cybersecurity to serve as strategic thought partners on cyber risk.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Recruit board members with broad digital/technology expertise; develop an annual curriculum of cyber briefings; provide ongoing training; use third party assessments.

Aligning the Board Role and Corporate Structures

To fulfill their strategic risk role, boards need a holistic and dynamic understanding of an organization’s cybersecurity risks and responsibilities. The board also needs direct access to CIOs, CISOs and risk officers, along with all the business executives responsible for their own data risks in a distributed accountability model.

FINDING

Placing cybersecurity in an organizational silo at the operational or board level makes it difficult to develop a holistic and nuanced understanding of cybersecurity’s impact on business risk. Boards generally spend one meeting a year on cybersecurity, delegating responsibility to the risk or audit committee, leaving the full board with little time to develop expertise on the cyber risks.

RECOMMENDATIONS

CISOs and CIOs should present jointly at board meetings to provide a holistic view of digital strategies and security. Boards as a whole should review cybersecurity more consistently as a business risk; the risk or audit committee should be used for more frequent (at least quarterly) cyber reviews.
Overseeing Cybersecurity and Digital Transformation Budgets

Boards should review digital transformations as a whole, with cybersecurity as an element of overall IT-related decisions.

FINDING

As cybersecurity budgets continue to grow, two issues have arisen. The first is budget fatigue, a frequent area of concern shared by CFOs, CEOs, and boards. The second is when cybersecurity investments are seen as “separate” from IT investments and hence do not represent a complete picture of security spend.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Present digital transformation budgets as a whole, with cybersecurity investments as an element of overall IT-related decisions about where to invest in growth and security.

Developing Cyber Risk Metrics and Measurement

Boards—and management—require cyber risk frameworks that provide a means to make informed risk judgments.

FINDING

Cybersecurity hasn’t yet developed the standard, historically proven risk frameworks that financial and audit risk functions have refined over decades, leaving management to rely on NIST and other operational frameworks and metrics that can distract boards from the strategic issues they should consider.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Boards should prioritize and support senior management’s development of a new generation of outcome-based cyber risk management frameworks, and in the meantime, executives should use only a few operational metrics with boards.
While there are challenges in the current state of board partnerships with management in cybersecurity, there are significant opportunities for management to work with boards to enhance their cyber maturity focused on the five key elements identified and recommendations from executives and experts interviewed.

The need has never been more pressing. Boards are responding to the public evidence of cyber risks, such as the increase in attacks targeting North American critical infrastructure, and the recent Meltdown and Spectre vulnerabilities, and to the priority management has placed on the cyber challenges to their organizations.

Boards have a particular role to play prioritizing management’s development of new cyber risk frameworks that will support management’s responsibilities and the board’s governance of the organization, its strategy and risk tolerance.

As boards continue to develop expertise and maturity, it is important to assess the evolving board/CISO relationship and role in governance to ensure organizations adopt leading models for effective governance practices, and to single out cyber-mature boards as true strategic leaders for digital transformation and cybersecurity risk.
BOARD-MANAGEMENT RELATIONSHIPS:

FIVE KEY ELEMENTS AND FINDINGS

The Board’s Strategic Risk Role — Currently “Early Stage” or “Maturing”

The last five years have been an educational period for many boards. ACSC executives report that, in general, they have focused on cultivating cyber expertise through annual management briefings for the full board, quarterly briefings with the risk or audit committees, and periodic third-party briefings and independent security assessments. Yet despite this focus, many boards are still not where they need to be to become full governance partners in digital technology and cybersecurity. Most executives report their boards are “at an early stage” or “maturing” in governing cybersecurity and the digital transformation of their organizations, according to interviews and the online survey data. Board capacity and expertise on cybersecurity varies widely, from “awareness” to in a few cases, “sophistication.”
Survey respondents were asked to characterize the current role of their boards in managing the digital transformation and cybersecurity of their organizations as one of the following:

**Early Stage:** The Board is largely listening and learning from our briefings and will move towards a maturing partnership in the next year.

**Maturing:** The Board is developing expertise to become a full partner as described in above.

**Full:** The Board is well versed in the digital agenda and cyber risks and priorities, informed about the overall IT and related investments required to move to next generation, more secure systems and provides valuable feedback in their meetings with you.

What Boards Should Look For: Key Elements of a Cyber-Mature Corporate Culture

As reported by CISOs in the ACSC-Mass Insight report Collaborative Defense, corporate culture vis-à-vis cybersecurity is critical to reducing an organization’s cyber risk. Organizations should continue to measure their “cyber-maturity” against the following characteristics of sophisticated cybersecurity programs:

- There is a cross-functional cybersecurity committee led by the C-suite at the enterprise level that meets quarterly.
- There are consistent enterprise-wide policies and standards.
- Cybersecurity responsibility is embedded across the operating model and business functions.
- Investments are tied to top cyber risks.
- Cyber team members are involved in key procurement and product development decisions.
- Cyber risk culture management is viewed as a critical part of the security program.

This has led many boards and their risk and audit committees, where cybersecurity oversight is generally delegated, to focus largely on compliance and regulatory issues and on cyber incidents reported widely in the media.

In the experience of our report sample, it appears that board discussions have rarely played a role in shifting cybersecurity risk decisions or changing overall cyber strategies. Nor is it evident that boards have been presented with cyber risk decisions in a way that would facilitate their guidance, compared to, for instance, the way boards often guide market growth strategies or financial risk considerations.

University Boards Can Be Collaborative Partners

As compared to the commercial world, boards appear to play a different role within universities, where boards and management often collaborate on what would be considered operational issues for commercial boards. At some universities, the board’s technology expertise is tapped for major strategy and even some operational decisions when it is available.

One university executive also noted that “universities have different rules than commercial companies—they need to be more transparent with their community.” Finally, at universities, faculty have the power to challenge or block recommendations—like a security process that would inconvenience them—so the board is an important ally that management can leverage to help overcome obstacles, another university executive noted.
Most executives in our sample reported that boards are being briefed on cybersecurity issues, but don’t currently have the capacity or expertise to be full governance partners. Conversations are, in essence, one directional, with many boards not yet sophisticated enough to “ask questions that management hasn’t already thought about,” as one executive put it. This limits boards’ abilities to serve as strategic thought partners for management.

IT IS MOST COMMON FOR CISOS TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR BRIEFING THE BOARD ON CYBERSECURITY ISSUES.

Executive cautioned that there is a shortage of individuals with the right cyber background available to serve on boards. Board members are in many cases CEOs or former CEOs of other organizations. Few CEOs serving on boards have completed successful digital transformations in their own organizations, and fewer still have deep expertise in cybersecurity as a relatively new challenge.

Full boards, as well as the audit or risk committees, need a baseline level of expertise on cyber issues sufficient to apply to the business risk at hand. As one executive noted, “they need to know the vocabulary and the framework, what’s important and what is not, where to focus.” And they need a risk framework that guides their thinking and discussions.

“The effectiveness of presentations is limited if the board doesn’t understand the technology,” said another executive. Absent a baseline level of expertise on cybersecurity and digital technology among board members, senior management may find they need to spend valuable time on explanations and background information.
Aligning the Board Role and Corporate Structures—Too Many Opportunities for “Silos”

When managed effectively, cybersecurity is an embedded business function with distributed responsibility for information security across the organization, not simply the responsibility of the CISO.

Yet the challenge of different—and overlapping—functions and departments that touch cybersecurity can make it easier to “silo” cybersecurity as the function of one department and one budget. This can complicate a board’s ability to develop an accurate and holistic understanding of an organization’s cybersecurity and cyber risk, and is especially true if each function is reporting to the board separately.

While boards’ awareness of cybersecurity has increased in recent years, the interview and survey data show that full boards spend relatively little time on cybersecurity, usually at one annual briefing, with quarterly meetings of the delegated committee responsible for oversight on average, although sometimes less, creating a silo on the board.
This suggests a fundamental disconnect between the importance boards are placing on the issue and the degree to which they are delegating the challenge to a committee. In one example, an executive reports quarterly to the board—but what’s scheduled for 15 minutes often turns into 60. This points to the need for more frequent agenda slots to build the expertise of the full Board, and for discussions regarding the trade-offs between growth and security embedded in digital strategies and the risks the organization can afford to take or not.

Most executives in our sample advocated for deeper overall corporate board expertise and training in technology and digital transformations as opposed to recruiting one board member with specific cybersecurity background, upon whom the rest of the board relies. There is a concern that a single board member with cyber expertise, representing only one perspective, may present opinions that carry too much weight.

Our executive interviews also revealed debates about the “optimal structure” for senior management roles related to cybersecurity.

Despite indications that CISO positions have generally been accepted as necessary, there continues to be disagreement as to where they should fall in an organization chart. Some executives felt strongly that the CISO should report directly to the CIO, while others thought they should be part of the risk function and report directly to the CEO. The latter position suggests that security reporting to IT represents an inherent conflict of interest, as CISOs might be assessing the weakness of a CIO’s organization. This position is disputed by some leading CIOs but supported by a recent report on board oversight of cybersecurity by the Institute for Business and Information Technology. In either case, some corporate boards and their committees are asking the security executive to meet with them alone periodically to assure they are getting objective feedback.

The topic of internal management structures is an area where one outside expert expects boards will begin to examine closely. “There is a good deal of board interest in re-considering corporate management structures” to respond to the digital transformations and cybersecurity, this executive said. “Digital transformations will lead to flatter organizations.”

---

All but one survey respondent indicated that their cybersecurity budgets have increased significantly over the last five years, with the range of growth between 33 and 150 percent. Yet, for most respondents, security spend still represents a relatively small portion of their organization’s overall IT budget. “There has been a much greater willingness to fund cybersecurity” although many firms are reaching “a degree of budget exhaustion,” one expert with broad industry exposure noted.

Despite the sharp increases in security budgets, they give an incomplete picture of an organization’s true spend on security-related resources, since investments that enhance security are often embedded in broader IT budgets.

Measuring and tracking security budgets alone is not sufficient for assessing an organization’s commitment to improved security. Investing to upgrade outdated legacy IT infrastructure, for example, might be the most important step an organization could take to improve its cybersecurity, and yet would not necessarily be categorized as a “security spend.”

At the same time, it can be difficult for executives to “sell” the benefits of cybersecurity investments. As one executive noted, “it’s hard to sell an empty space.” Organizations spend a lot of money, and all they have to show for it is that “nothing happened,” he continued. This, of course, is the desired result—but it’s not very visible, in the way other significant investments might be.
Boards’ less than full governance partnership has been exacerbated by the lack of historically tested and sophisticated cyber risk management frameworks of the type that exist for other corporate risks.

Guidance such as the U.S. government’s National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Risk Management Framework elements now serve as a starting place for management and boards. Executives interviewed, with a few exceptions, use the NIST framework internally and with boards. However, they broadly agreed that boards must understand that most existing frameworks, such as NIST, are “operational check lists” focused on inputs, not on performance outcomes, and represent minimum standards—and as such do not provide a robust cyber risk framework.

Unfortunately, cyber risk hasn’t yet evolved into a standard risk management function in the way financial and audit functions have, and in some cases, board members have not yet recognized that cybersecurity involves making decisions about the relative importance of certain assets and a tolerance for the risk to them. “Over the past few years we have seen a fairly dramatic uptick in Board activity around cybersecurity as awareness has grown. But there is a big difference between awareness and understanding. Too many board members still talk about defending the perimeter and mistakenly refer to a zero appetite for cyber risk,” an executive said.

“Over the past few years we have seen a fairly dramatic uptick in Board activity around cybersecurity as awareness has grown. But there is a big difference between awareness and understanding.”
The above findings in the context of the five key elements of the board-management relationship helped summarize the current state of the board role on cybersecurity, and the strengths and weaknesses executives saw in their boards’ progress toward cyber maturity. The five elements, taken together, and their associated recommendations, are useful in framing a board’s journey toward cyber maturity and full partnership with management. It is important to note that these elements are interconnected, and should be taken as a whole, not in isolation, so as not to exacerbate the tendency toward cyber “silos” noted above.
THE BOARD’S STRATEGIC RISK ROLE:

The board’s role on cybersecurity should be strategic and risk-focused in the context of digital choices, with a broad understanding of the cyber function in the larger business context, and without the distraction of too many operational details.

Multiple interviewees articulated key questions for boards to focus on, the essence of which are:

1. What are the cyber risks to our organization and what specific assets are at risk?
2. What is the organization’s strategy to mitigate those risks, relative to the value of those assets, and how is success being measured?
3. Is the organization well prepared for a major cyber incident?

These questions can be treated at a high level, but they presume a level of understanding about an organization’s cybersecurity operations that too few board members have developed, according to the cybersecurity and IT executives interviewed.

Boards considering an organization’s strategic risk might ask further:

What “crown jewels” do we have to protect that are essential to our business?

How secure are we against the most dangerous cyber threats and what would the damage be if we failed to successfully defend against them?

What threats give us the most trouble and what are we doing to improve? Which elements of our defense suite are working well against real threats? Which defensive elements aren’t working well? How far into our systems are the attackers penetrating?

ROBERT NESBIT
Retired Senior Vice President, MITRE Corporation and Member, Defense Science Board
A board’s role is to ask the strategic questions and guide and approve high-level decisions about risk—and then step back and trust senior management to operationalize this strategy. Management can support this focus by framing, or anchoring, communications with the board around risk, not security controls. This has the added benefit of helping to eliminate the security silo, and incorporating cyber risks into existing governance functions.

At the same time, a board’s ability to function effectively in this role depends on the confidence it has in current operations, which requires initial briefings and updates on what’s in place and ongoing reference to cybersecurity systems performance. Absent that confidence, boards may find it difficult to “step back” from operations and focus solely on risk tolerance and strategic opportunities. Boards “need an organizational risk profile, and then [can work from that] to achieve the agreed upon level of risk,” one executive said.

Some cybersecurity executives said they wanted their boards to “put them on the spot,” asking questions such as: Do you have what you need to do your job? However, this is another area where a board’s ability, or willingness, to do so may rely on its own comfort level with cyber issues.

---

**When a CEO has a “split lens”**

It’s worth noting the distinction between organizations where the CEO serves as the chairman of the board and those with an independent chairman. At the former, the board chair is, by virtue of his/her internal management role, immediately aware of cyber incidents and much more aware of cyber issues within the organization. The CEO/chair has a “split lens,” so to speak, which in turn can influence the way the board as a whole is involved in or considers those issues—or even what issues are raised at a board level.

One executive noted that “their CEO is also their Board Chair and sits on the Security Steering Committee...so he identifies key issues to bring to the board.” When the board chairman is independent, he or she operates solely with the “strategic risk and oversight” lens, and thus a different relationship exists.
Building Board Cyber Expertise:
A board should have a baseline knowledge of cybersecurity—enough to be able to ask questions management hasn’t already thought of.

As we noted above, most boards need deeper expertise and knowledge on both digital strategies and cybersecurity challenges in order to fulfill their primary role of risk oversight and governance. While it might be possible to “leap frog” the need for baseline training by recruiting board members with cyber expertise, executives cautioned that there’s a shortage of individuals with cyber background available to serve on boards. (Indeed, this reflects the general shortage of cybersecurity professionals at all levels.) Instead, executives call for more board members who have successfully led technology strategies at their own organizations and for a board commitment to grow this experience from within. Interviews and survey results outline a four-point plan for building expertise:

1. Broader board digital expertise versus a designated cyber board member: While designating a “cyber seat” may be a way to seed the board with expertise, some executives noted that approach may place disproportionate weight and authority on one person’s perspective. Executives encourage broader board technology expertise to support digital strategies and transformations, so that multiple board members bring informed perspectives to bear and ask the kind of challenging strategic questions that too often may be missing from current board discussions.

2. An annual cyber curriculum for boards: To assist boards in acquiring cyber expertise, forward-looking executives have informally organized an ongoing “cyber curriculum” — or “road map” for expertise — for board briefings that provides in-house development opportunities for board members. This curriculum is designed to move board members along a continuum, starting with purely educational topics and then moving into more analytical or strategic issues. This can help ensure a baseline level of expertise across board members, at least at the committee level, which in turn allows management to target their presentations more effectively.

3. Outside cyber training for boards, and especially for risk/audit committees: Beyond baseline training from security executives, many executives recommended ongoing board training — delivered either by internal staff or external vendors — to help keep pace with an evolving cyber landscape. “It’s important to do continuous training for boards — especially important for specific committees, such as audit,” one executive said. Another executive concurred: “Training is important, and should be a requirement.”

4. Board cyber consultants and independent board-management cyber audits: Many executives endorse bringing external cyber experts — consultants, independent auditors, etc. — into the management-board relationship in order to validate and assess an organization’s current cybersecurity strategy and performance. This is a less direct, but still valuable way to build board expertise, as these external consultants or evaluators can “model” for board members the types of probing, difficult questions that board members should be asking of senior management. “The important goal is to ensure a board’s access to cybersecurity expertise,” one expert noted.

“Board training is important and should be a requirement.”
Cybersecurity executives underscored how critical it is that corporate functions related to security demonstrate strong internal collaboration to present to the board a holistic picture of an organization’s security and IT functions in the context of business strategy. “Risk has to be understood and owned by the entire enterprise, every executive in the organization,” one executive said. Management should be building leadership coalitions within the organization around cyber risk.

For many executives, this took the form of—at a minimum—having the CIO and the CISO do joint presentations to the board. Organizations “need to have a strong alignment between cyber and the broader corporate technology briefing, regardless of where the CIO and CISO report,” one executive said. Another executive noted that “having the CEO and CFO in the room as the presentations and discussion occur helps ensure their support of any cyber initiatives.” As we noted above, the topic of internal management structures is one where boards are increasingly likely to take an active interest.

At the same time, executives urge boards to establish a clear internal structure and ownership for how, when, and who on the board will receive cyber updates and review digital strategies and risk.

Cybersecurity should be assigned to a standing committee (e.g., enterprise risk, audit, or even a separate committee focused explicitly on security) that meets at least quarterly. Bimonthly meetings with the risk committee have produced an even stronger working relationship in one exceptional case in our sample. In this case, a bimonthly meeting schedule with the risk committee allowed the security executive to move from a 50-page report used by the previous executive to a five-page summary, while increasing the quality of discussion.

A regular—and frequent—meeting schedule will allow the board committee to develop deeper expertise in cybersecurity as a business risk decision and keep pace with the dynamic and evolving nature of the cyber landscape.

Having more frequent meetings allows meetings to become more focused and sophisticated, keeps cybersecurity front of mind in conjunction with choices about digital management and innovations, and brings cyber risks to the same level of attention given to other business risks.

“Risk has to be understood and owned by the entire enterprise, every executive in the organization,” one executive said.
OVERSEEING CYBERSECURITY AND DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION BUDGETS:

Boards should review digital transformation budgets as a whole, with cybersecurity as a specific component of overall IT-related decisions.

It is important to present to boards the interrelated nature of security investments and broader IT and technology commitments—allowing boards to understand the balance of digital growth strategies and enhanced security through a multi-year strategic IT plan. Some investments—like replacing old legacy systems—will appropriately be categorized as IT, but are a wise investment in an organization’s overall cybersecurity. Security risks, in fact, can be used to justify operational and business enhancements.

“Tracking investment in replacing outdated legacy systems over time can be a valuable tool for management and boards,” one executive noted.

The embedded nature of security spending also reinforces the importance of internal executive collaboration, and building security coalitions within an organization, to ensure that an organization’s CISO and CIO (and other related functions) are aligned about budget priorities.

Finally, as a note on the risks of benchmarking industry security budgets, the ambiguity around what is, or is not, categorized as cybersecurity spending can make it difficult to compare total spend across organizations, as budgets are allocated differently. For example, in some organizations, the CISO “owns” the perimeter security, and at others, he/she might not. That said, within a given organization, tracking budget trends over time—and aligning those trends to progress against key priorities—will contribute to an understanding of an organization’s cyber maturity.

“Tracking investment in replacing outdated legacy systems over time can be a valuable tool for management and boards,” one executive noted.
DEVELOPING CYBER RISK METRICS AND MEASUREMENT:

Boards should prioritize and support senior management’s development of next generation cyber-risk frameworks that take an outcome-based approach to measuring cyber risk.

There is an opportunity for boards to prioritize for management the challenge of how best to assess and measure cyber risk, and how to translate that approach into a sophisticated risk framework. Some boards are already embracing this leadership role, as one expert noted “an increasing desire at the board level to look at cyber-risk assessments to replace the check-list models like NIST.”

Developing these types of sophisticated measurements and frameworks is increasingly important in today’s evolving cyber landscape. As we noted earlier in this report, once sacred cyber maxims — e.g., protect the perimeter — are no longer relevant in an increasingly connected (and mobile) digital world, where companies are relying more and more on third-party vendors (and are accountable for those vendors’ own security).

Executives broadly endorse the conclusion that using too many metrics can become “noise” and lead a board down an unproductive rabbit hole: “Metrics can be misleading,” as one executive noted. At least one security executive, who has frequent meetings with the board risk committee, does not use any metrics in his briefings for that reason.

Boards and management should start by identifying the most important threats, and then select metrics that can illuminate progress in mitigating risk from those threats. In this way,

Current Industry Standards and Frameworks Have Limited Applications in Making Choices About Risk

Executives cited a range of industry standards, frameworks, and metrics they use with their boards. These are operational in nature and limited in value for the boards’ governance role as discussed in the prior Findings on “Cyber Risk Metrics and Measurement.”

- NIST Risk Management Framework
- ISO Controls
- Hitrust (healthcare industry)
- CIS
- Gartner Maturity Index
- SANS20
- Bitsite
- CSF
- FFIAC Standard
- SOC2 certification
- Peer data from FSARC and other organization
metrics, whether presented as stand-alone data or as part of a summary dashboard, can serve as the starting place for a more sophisticated and nuanced discussion about risk and strategy. It’s worth noting, though, that the value of metrics to guide these types of discussions is dependent on boards’ expertise and knowledge; as one executive said, “[You] first need to educate the board before using metrics.”

Using selected metrics also can help create alignment between risk and investment. By prioritizing those metrics aligned to the most important threats, boards and management can more effectively use metrics to drive the most effective spending decisions and to redirect funding and resources to mitigate the most critical vulnerabilities.

Finally, the right (but limited) number of metrics can help establish trust between a board and management on cybersecurity functions. For boards to stay at a governance, or oversight, level, they need to trust that management is making the right operational decisions. Selected metrics used in developing board confidence can help management establish the validity of its operational approach.

Management performance reports from Lockheed Martin, Goldman Sachs and the Australian Signals Directorate (the Australian NSA) were cited as exemplary in a 2016 Defense Science Board report co-chaired by Bob Nesbit, the former MITRE senior vice president who inspired the creation of the ACSC (see appendix A). The details of these charts may be too operational for every board update, but by reviewing the performance reports, boards can develop a better understanding—and trust—for how management is assessing its own performance.

Executives generally conclude that board presentations should ideally combine a few operational performance frameworks with new outcome-based cyber risk metrics that allow for a deeper understanding of relative risks. “Boards need enough detail to provide the feedback and support we hope to get,” one executive said.

### Operational Metrics Cited by Executives Make the Case for New Cyber Risk Frameworks

Our survey results identified metrics executives use in reports to boards and underscore their operational focus (in order of frequency cited):

1. Number of breaches per time period
2. Industry benchmark comparisons (i.e. are processes consistent with industry standards?)
3. Compliance metrics on basic cyber hygiene (passwords, access, phishing results)
4. Number of prevented attacks
5. Security ratings by independent sources
6. Percentage of IT budget spent on security
7. Mean time to patch after an update is released
8. Percentage of software running most recent version

“Metrics can be misleading.”

“[You] first need to educate the board before using metrics.”
Through this first ACSC annual report on the role of corporate boards in cybersecurity, our goal has been to begin to track evolving practices at a granular level to complement the broad scale guidance from the NACD’s Handbook and other sources. This initial baseline will be refined over time to evaluate the cyber maturity and effectiveness of board-management relationships and provide important guidance to senior executives and their boards.

According to the executives interviewed for this report, boards are responding to the public evidence of cyber risks and the priority management has placed on the cyber challenges to their organizations. As cyber risk is still a relatively new risk at scale, organizations are still finding their way to incorporate cybersecurity risk into board governance roles.

The digital and cyber landscape is constantly shifting, and each year there are new threats for which management lacks historical trend data that would inform cyber risk management models. Boards have a critical role to play as a partner in what ACSC refers to as “collaborative cyber defense,” especially in supporting the development of new risk frameworks that will help management’s oversight of cybersecurity and the board’s cybersecurity governance.
APPENDIX A:
Leading Operational Performance Charts, Measuring Defensive System Performance

From the Defense Science Board’s Task Force on Cyber Defense Management, September 2016 | Robert Nesbit and Lou Von Thaer, Study Co-Chairs

FIGURE 1: LOCKHEED MARTIN PERFORMANCE CHART

FIGURE 2: GOLDMAN SACHS PERFORMANCE CHART
FIGURE 3: AUSTRALIAN SIGNALS DIRECTORATE ANALYSIS TEMPLATE FOR ANALYZING NIST ELEMENTS PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effectiveness Rank</th>
<th>Mitigation Strategy</th>
<th>Overall Effectiveness</th>
<th>User Resistance</th>
<th>Upfront Cost</th>
<th>Maintenance Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Whitelist permitted/trusted programs</td>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Patch application software</td>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Patch operating system software</td>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Severely restrict administrative privileges</td>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once organizations have effectively implemented the Top 4 mitigation strategies, firstly on workstations of users who are most likely to be targeted by cyber intrusions and then on all workstations and servers, mitigation strategies can be then be selected to addresses gaps until an acceptable level of residual risk is reached.

APPENDIX B:
Cyber and Board Resources Cited by Executives Interviewed

Resources our interviewees cited as particularly useful, among the many sources available on this topic.

ARTICLES AND PAPERS

Cyber Risk Oversight
Director’s Handbook Series, National Association of Corporate Directors | Larry Clinton, President & CEO, Internet Security Alliance

Key principles for the role of Boards of Directors in cyber oversight, and useful appendices including dashboards and metrics and list of federal government resources

Implementing Board Oversight of Cybersecurity — Advice for Boards Just Starting Out
Institute for Business & Information Technology @ Fox School of Business, Temple University | Richard Y. Flanagan, PhD and Janet L. Yeomans

A ‘Call to Action’ for boards, including the context and importance of board involvement and creating a board-management partnership on the issue

https://www.nacdonline.org/insights/publications.cfm?ItemNumber=10687

Robert Nesbit and Lou Von Thaer, Study Co-Chairs
See section on Informing and Engaging Executives, and sample metrics

The Chief Information Security Officer: An Exploratory Study
Journal of International Technology and Information Management, Vol. 26, Issue 2, Article 2, 6-1-2017
Erastus Karanja and Mark A. Rosso, North Carolina Central University
This exploratory study investigates the organizational security reporting structures using a dataset of all the firms that hired a CISO between 2010 and 2014
scholarworks.lib.csusb.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1299&context=jitim

The Role of Boards of Directors and CISOs in Overseeing Cyber-Risks
Speech at the Security Adviser Alliance Conference Dallas, TX, September 22, 2016
Luis A. Aguilar, former SEC Commissioner
Includes extensive footnotes

EY: SEC Guidance on Cybersecurity: Considerations for Financial Services Boards
EY Center for Board Matters
Overview of the February 2018 SEC interpretive guidance on public company disclosure obligations; implications for board oversight of the management of cyber risks, including questions boards should consider

Getting the Right Cybersecurity Metrics and Reports for Your Board
NACD Board Talks | Jack Jones and James Lam June 22, 2018
Blog posting providing guidance on effective reporting of metrics
https://blog.nacdonline.org/posts/getting-the-right-cybersecurity-metrics-and-reports-for-your-board

PROGRAMS
National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD)
Events and courses on risk, security, cyber.
www.nacdonline.org

Leadership in the Digital Age: Managing Cyber Risk and Driving Business Growth
Center for Technology Management, Columbia University and the G100 Network
Designed for executive and non-executive directors from the world’s largest and most significant companies — creating informed governance regarding digital maturity
https://ctm.columbia.edu/

APPENDIX C:
Sample Board Cybersecurity Presentations (Available for ACSC Members)
Several participants shared examples of the presentations given to their boards and board committees. These are available to ACSC members as practical tools to inform and shape their own board presentations.
These presentations are available through the ACSC by contacting info@ACSCenter.org.
THE ADVANCED CYBER SECURITY CENTER (ACSC)

is a member-driven nonprofit that harnesses the power of collective resources to strengthen cyber defense, develop security talent, and advocate for well-informed public policies. The ACSC works to improve cybersecurity throughout New England via three focus areas:

- **Enhanced Cyber Defense**: Collaborating on effective security practices, and cooperative public-private cyber defense simulations, improving decision-making, and promoting resources that reduce duplication of effort across member organizations
- **Workforce Development**: Making security careers more attractive by improving talent/industry interactions, developing opportunities to strengthen local security community relationships, and encourage talent to come into the region
- **Community Engagement and Advocacy**: Engaging in cybersecurity policy debates and empowering more informed policy making

ACSC’s membership includes organizations in the financial services, healthcare, technology, infrastructure, defense, government, and higher education sectors. www.acscenter.org